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Dynamic, Passionate, and emotional hardcore metal. 8 MP3 Songs in this album (26:38) ! Related styles:

ROCK: Progressive Rock, ROCK: Hard Rock People who are interested in Underoath Misery Signals

should consider this download. Details: With the goal to be melodic and meaningful in a genre now

saturated with bands just worried about breakdowns and blast-beats, Indianapolis, Indianas AN

AMERICAN SHOOTOUT (formed in 2006) have everything going for them. They want to push emotions

to the max, but still keep the sincerity they started out with in the basements they started in. They put

everything they have forth every show, to make the hairs of your neck stand up. They will get in your face

and you might get hit, but when you leave that night, they will be the band stuck in your head. The

Members come from a wide mix of now-dysfunctional local bands in the Indianapolis area. All being

around the age of 18, younger and older, they have played all over the Midwest with some of the biggest

national acts and they plan on going as far as then can. With there first successful tour

(EndureWhatsImpure Summer 2008 Tour) under their belt, there ready to take on anything. They have

been playing shows that range from 50 people all the way to 600+ people over the years. But what really

has helped AAS make it to the top, is their increasing online community support. They average over

1,000 MySpace Music Plays a day and have almost a HALF A MILLION profile views! Their first EP

Relive It. The Pinnacle Of Life In First Person was released in fall 2006. This EP was recorded at

Foundation Recording Studios in Connersville, Indiana (Studio made famous by: The Devil Wears Prada,

Rise Records). Their next EP Convergence was released in fall 2007. They have released various demos

and songs throughout the years. They are currently working out new music for their upcoming album The

Dark Years, featuring the new hit song The Beast I Am. These various EPs and demos have built up their

online community popularity and support. After several line-up changes the bands current members

include; Taylor Cox (Vocals), Brad Sliga (Guitar), Csongor Erdelyi (Guitar), Andrew Copeland (Bass

Guitar), and Zach Reed (Drums). Brad and Zach are the only original members left. Csongor (Guitar)

adds intricate guitar work and tasteful soloing with the solid backing and melodies from Brad (Guitar).

Bassist Andrew (Bass Guitar) holds down the bottom end and brings much of the punch of the live sound.
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Zach (Drums) ads more diversity to there style with his mix of traditional hardcore and metal drumming,

and many general rock elements added in. This is all topped off by vocalist Taylor, with his wide range of

metal and hardcore screams, which add depth and bring the lyrics to a more personal level. "AAS" is

devoted to bringing something pure and meaningful, and to just play music that anyone, no matter what

style of music can enjoy, and can respect. They have the experience and knowledge about music that

sets them aside your average hardcore metal band. An American Shootout is a band you will one day see

on the top charts. Look Out!
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